No One Method For Cleaning Carpets
There is no one method for cleaning carpets or fabric as different material & dyes require different techniques &
methods. Cleaning of Persian ,Oriental rugs in wool, silk, & cottonrugs requires skills & experience in the removal
of stains & colour from your carpet.
Cleaning a Persian carpet
Have your rug cleaned only by a expert or professional when it really needs it. For rugs in some areas this will
mean a yearly cleaning. Rugs in other areas can go several years and more without needing professional
cleaning.Persian carpets have been an integral part of Persian culture and society since at least 500 BC. These
carpets are a beautiful addition to a home and also an excellent investment. Proper care of these carpets is
imperative to keep it in its best condition. Cleaning a Persian carpet is an process that requires effort. It is a
small price for having your Persian carpet last for years to come Often times, Persian rugs are bought not only
as a decoration but as an investment. The rugs are typically intended to last for many years. Keeping the rug clean
ensures its durability. Unlike their cheaper counterparts, these rugs cannot be shampooed along with the
other furniture items in the room.

Carpets can benefit the health and safety of occupants as it is not a sytlstic choice but acts as a clearing agent ,
acts as a allergan trap against common dust & pollutants as they get stuck & stay stuck to the fibers untill its
vacuum . The other health benifits are that it protects against the cold flooring reducing arthrittis & protectin your
bones .In a goverment study in Sweden , when carpeting was banned from public buildings & was replaced by
smooth flooring the outcome was the allergic reactions increased in the smooth surface building & decreased in
building where carpeting was used resulting in lifting of the ban.
Carpet provides actual thermal resistance & also provides a comfortable place , it is ideal for cushioning our
footsteps, reducing slips and falls and minimizing injuries , helps absorb sounds & adding a cushion pad or
underlay beneath your carpet reduces noise even further.
Threaded floor loom-woven wall to wall carpet & carpet tile floor covering is choosen by many for their home or
offices over wood ,marble & tile floors as there are many benefits to carpeting as it insulate against the cold, add
safety, absorb sound, and cushion the feet, but it can design & complete the area it is layed on . Wall to wall
carpets come in a very large different quality , styes , material , patterns & texture for different part of uses &
traffic which also lend an air of sophistication.
A cut-pile carpet features cut loops and is one of the most popular carpet constructions available. There are several
types of cut-pile carpets, including plush/velvet, which has a smooth, level surface, Saxony, which has a smooth
surface but more twist to the yarns to create a less formal look, and frieze, which is a cut pile featuring very
twisted yarns, creating a "curly" texture. Level loop piles are loops that are not cut, but are the same height,
creating an informal look. An example of this is Berber carpet. Multi-level loop pile has several different loop
heights to create texture and patterns. Cut and loop pile is a combination of the two and provides the most amount
of texture.
When pricing carpets, it is best to consider how long it will be used as in general, a higher grade of carpet will last
much longer than one of lower grade & in the long run it might cost less. Fibers are an important part of carpet
construction and may be nylon, olefin, polyester, acrylic, wool, or blends of the above. Nylon is the most popular
carpet fiber, while olefin provides resistance to wear and stains. Wool tends to be the most expensive

Kilims & Durries Cleaning is a very special skill as you have to clean both side & prevent dirt from going from
one side to the other .Basically this kilims have to be hung upright for cleaning & it has to be clamped to ensure
that it doesn't loose its shape
are flat tapestry-woven carpets or rugs Kilims can be purely decorative or can function as prayer rugs. Kilims are
produced by tightly interweaving the warp and weft strands of the weave to produce a flat surface with no pile.
Kilim weaves are tapestry weaves, technically weft-faced plain weaves, that is, the horizontal weft strands are
pulled tightly downward so that they hide the vertical warp strands.

Dry cleaning is any cleaning process using a chemical solvent other than water. The solvent used is typically
tetrachloroethylene , It is used to clean delicate fabrics that cannot withstand the rough. By the mid-1930s, the dry
cleaning industry had adopted It has excellent cleaning power and is stable, nonflammable, and gentle to most
garments
Hydrocarbon cleaning is most like standard dry cleaning but the processes use hydrocarbon solvents such as
Exxon-Mobil's DF-2000 or Chevron Phillips. These petroleum-based solvents are less aggressive than perc and
require a longer cleaning cycle. While flammable, these solvents do not present a high risk of fire or explosion
when used properly
Wet cleaning is a system that uses water and biodegradable soap.controlled dryers and stretching machines ensure
that the fabric retains its natural size and shape. Wet cleaning is claimed to clean a majority of "dry clean only"
garments safely, including leather, suede, most tailored woolens, silk, and rayon. Most cleaners use wet cleaning
on some garments
Our Hand Washing Of Carpets
Color Enhancement,Stain,Grime Removal,Eradicate Bacteria,Dust Mites,Pile Brushing Stretching,Fringes
Whitening,Remove Bad O dour,Sun Drying. Its a complete package not just cleaning or shampooing as there is no
one method for cleaning carpets or fabric as different material & dyes require different techniques & methods.
Cleaning of Persian ,Oriental rugs in wool, silk, & cotton rugs requires skills & experience in the removal of stains
& colour from your carpet.
Colour run can lead up to structural damages and rug repair & it can be caused by many mishaps causing major
damage to valuable rugs and requires the service of experts .Color run in simple term is when the darker colors of
a rug bleeds into the lighter areas and cause damage. This happens when the rug is wet or exposed to moisture ,
water , pets urine etc. Persian , antique & silks rugs are a work of art & knowing the origin, material , dye & age of
each rug in such great skill . Every rug takes a special unique process to remove the color run & restore it to its
original condition. It is a very lengthy process undertaken by only professional who have a understanding of the
process
Rug and Carpet Guard is the finest rug and carpet protection available in the world today has been developed to
protect rugs and carpets, against soiling and the penetration of water and oil-based stains. The product can also be
used on all types of fabrics, including suede and leather. Treats and protects rugs and carpets including oriental
rugs and fine fabrics from oil and water-based stains. Will not change the colour, look, or feel of the treated
material. Is not water-based, so it will not affect dyes and will not cause fabric shrinkage.
Duralay underlay manufactured in UK has been manufacturing hard wearing carpet underlays for over 60 years.
They are well known for their extremely tough and durable crumb rubber underlays. Manufactured from car-tyers,
Duralay underlays are an ideal environmentally friendly flooring solution. There are a number of settings
throughout the home and in other commercial and contract settings where a very hard-wearing carpet underlay is
required due to heavy objects or heavy traffic over a particular area. Duralay underlay caters specifically for these
situations with its range of impregnable underlay including Duralay carpet underlay is well known around the
world for being hard wearing and durable. Their crumb rubber underlays are as tough as they come which is why
they are so popular with house builders and major hotel groups. Buying a Duralay underlay will give you peace of
mind that your carpet will last for its full lifetime. The vapour stop barrier also protects against moisture seeping
through, is much more effective than polythene sheeting, plus can be used with underfloor heating. So, if you want
premium quality, hard wearing, durable, quality and noise reduction use Duralay

For Food spills/Pet urine & stool, regurgitation
Of the most common spills, urine presents the most severe problem. It can cause severe color run in the rug,
and the odor can be very hard to remove or disguise. Urine can also chemically damage the structure of a
rug by making the foundation hard and less supple, and the presence of urine in a rug can help attract
moths. Repeated wettings can cause the foundation of the rug to loose mechanical strength to the point where the
rug cracks and breaks when rolled or folded. In case of a food spill or urine on a rug, the problem is much more
easily handled if the spot is treated promptly, before the spill is allowed to dry. Blot up as much liquid as possible
with paper towels or a clean, white cloth. Try to rinse out as much of the spill as possible & call the experts
immediately If a pet regurgitates on a rug, you are faced with removing a complex mixture of foodstuffs, saliva,
and stomach acids. Depending on the foods involved, this mixture can actually work as a dilute dye to stain the
pile a different hue. If a pet regurgitates or defecates on a rug, clean the area immediately by picking up as much
material as possible with paper towels or with a clean, white cloth. If necessary, use a tablespoon to scrape up all
the foreign material. Blot the area dry and immediately . Don't scrub hard--too much manipulation of the pile can
spread the stain. Sponge in the direction of the nap.
Accessories for carpets
GRIPPER , METAL EDGINGS , ALUMINIUM BAR SINGLE ANOBRASS BAR SINGLE, ALUMINIUM
STAIR NOSING ,SIMBRASS LINO EGDE , HOLLOW STAIR ROD ,SEAMING TAPES / ADHESIVES
TACKIFIER FOR CARPET TILE , HEAT SEAM IRON GROOVED , KNEE KICKER ,SEAM ROLLER
STARWHEEL ,STAIR TOOL , GLIDER & GLUE

